Square Pulls Buyers and Sellers Into the Loop
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There's been a fair amount of talk about NFC capabilities coming soon to smartphones in the U.S., which would allow users to buy things with a wave of the phone. In the meantime, though, Square is offering an app that lets users make payments by smartphone -- the Square Card Case. The company also has an app that lets anyone use an iPad, iPhone or Android smartphone as a point of sale.

Square, a startup founded by Twitter alum Jack Dorsey, has rolled out revamped versions of its iPhone/iPad and Android apps.

The company is positioning the offering as an alternative to NFC (near field communication) technology, the next-generation standard -- once it is finally settled -- for mobile contactless payments.

Both Square and NFC require investment on the part of retailers and consumers (in the latter case in the form of downloading the appropriate app to the mobile device). From the consumer's perspective both technologies are easy to use.

Whether Square's approach is better, as Dorsey has implied in interviews, is difficult to say, given that the technologies are different, and the mobile payment space in general is still very much in its early days.

Square did not respond to the E-Commerce Times' request to comment for this story.

The Square Way

Square's application lets consumers check into a store via their device and then pay for whatever products they purchased through a Square account.

It does this via two new offerings: the Square Card Case, which will be offered through participating retailers, and the Square Register, an app that transforms the iPad into a point of sale device on which customers swipe a card, sign directly on the screen, and then receive a receipt via email or text.

What Square is doing is bolting on a PayPal-like/Amazon-esque concept to its original device that aspires to bring both buyers and merchants into the Square ecosystem, explained Azita Arvani of the Arvani Group.

"The merchants use the Register application to process the payment and then ask the buyer to opt in to use the Card Case application. Once both the merchant and the buyer are in the Square system, they can supposedly have an easier transaction flow which would include payments, loyalty $cards, couponing and so on," she told the E-Commerce Times.

There is even what appears to be rudimentary analytics functionality, in the form of reports that provide insights into sales and inventories.

Square Register has rolled out to approximately 50 businesses located in Los Angeles, New York, St. Louis, San Francisco and Washington, D.C.
The Problem With NFC

From a 30,000-foot perspective, NFC sounds roughly the same, although more hardware is required. The smartphone, for starters, must be NFC-enabled, and few are -- but many vendors have committed to incorporating the technology.

Except, that is, Apple (Nasdaq: AAPL). Reportedly Apple is uncomfortable with the idea of NFC because a standard hasn't been finalized.

With the proper equipment, an NFC transaction proceeds like this: The consumer waves the device at the NFC payment terminal and the purchase is processed. Customers usually, but not always, links their credit cards with their cellphone carrier accounts.

The bottom line, Arvani said, is that with NFC, the user experience is more streamlined.

"All the user has to do is tap their NFC-enabled phone to the NFC reader. The challenge with NFC is to get the retailers to install NFC readers."

Cosmetic Similarities

From a technological perspective, Square realistically cannot be compared to NFC, James Brehm, senior strategist and consultant with Compass Intelligence, told the E-Commerce Times.

"It really is another variation of Paypal," he said. "It is another option or choice for consumers, if they are so inclined, to make a payment."

That is not necessarily a bad thing, however, as there is no guarantee that NFC will take off, even as it is so anxiously awaited now.

"It will probably have to be forced down Apple's throat," predicted Brehm. "There is no indication that it really wants to go in this direction."

Still a Concept in the US

NFC is widely used in Europe and Asia, noted Robert Livingstone, president and founder of Ideal Cost, "but it is still more of a concept than anything else in the U. S. market," he told the E-Commerce Times.

At bottom, Livingstone said, Square is still too new to make such a bold claim. "They have not yet come close to conquering their initial desire, which was to convert a significant portion of merchants who accept payment by swiping credit cards on a reader connected to their smartphones."

Besides that, the company's system can be erratic, clunky, and restrictive, he maintained. "Many merchants are encountering problems when they process over $1,000 per month."

A Bold Vision

Still, Livingstone admires the vision Square has of building on the idea of NFC.

It wants to streamline "the transaction entirely into their system, create a POS system for inventorying, become a promotions tool for businesses, and replace the cash register," he observed. "I have to say that I very much admire Square's marketing efforts, as I see their online ads more than any other payments company."

Marketers Home In on New Mobile Ad Opportunities

Marketers are always hungry for new advertising possibilities, and mobile devices hooked up to the Web are the new frontier. Of particular interest are the findings of research firms like Nielsen and In-Stat, which are busy studying consumer habits. One notable recent finding is that consumers aren't necessarily mobile when they're using their mobile gadgets. They're more likely watching TV or reading in bed.
RIM Touches Up Bold With NFC, OS Update
May 02, 2011
The BlackBerry Bold has been given a touchscreen with the 9900 and 9930 models, Research In Motion announced Monday. The phones also feature near field communication technologies and support for HSPA+. RIM has pumped the Bold’s processing power to 1.2 GHz. But it’s unclear whether a new, more muscular Bold can reverse the downhill slump RIM’s seen recently.

Salt Lake City to Give NFC Payment System a Go April 07, 2011
Salt Lake City will be the first to experiment with Isis, a system that will allow payment for transit fares with the wave of a handheld device. Though the city is expected to be generally receptive to the technology, one problem may be the limited number of financial services companies involved. Consumers who don’t have the right credit card may be unwilling to open a new account just to use the system.

Devs Grapple for WWDC Tix as Prices Skyrocket March 30, 2011
Tickets for Apple’s Worldwide Developer Conference officially sold out shortly after they went on sale days ago. However, prices commanded by resellers are nearing on $5,000 on auction sites. What’s made WWDC the hottest ticket in San Francisco? "iOS is the hottest development platform today, and it only makes sense that tickets on how to develop for it might be valuable," said Yankee Group’s Carl Howe.
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Twitter Puts a Power Hitter in Its Lineup With TweetDeck Buy May 25, 2011
Confirming weeks of speculation, Twitter has snapped up the popular third-party client TweetDeck. Statements made by the companies' chiefs indicate Twitter plans to use TweetDeck to cater to power tweeters -- users who constantly monitor their feeds and contribute a great deal of the network’s actual content. The advertising potential among those users could be particularly attractive.

Toyota's Got a Friend in Salesforce.com May 24, 2011
The future is mobile and social, and Toyota is teaming up with Salesforce.com to build a new telematics system around the social networking model. Toyota Friend will facilitate communications between owners and their vehicles, as well as with their dealers and other vehicle owners -- and perhaps their social world at large.

Verizon Puts the Squeeze on Smartphone Data Consumption May 21, 2011
Now that a critical mass of consumers has embraced data-sluping smartphones, the carriers that have been touting all their fabulous capabilities are doing a little soft-shoe routine about what all this convenience and fun will cost. Verizon is following in AT&T’s footsteps by dropping its unlimited data plan in favor of an as-yet unspecified collection of tiered-pricing options.
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